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The document generating solution has entered
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The client is a large investment

production and is used by the client s internal system. It is

company based in London.

estimated that the organization saves nearly
thanks to the digital transformation
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Following best practices we have introduced reliable

generation solution for the internal system thus introducing cloud

highly scalable and maintainable architecture to our

acceleration and digital transformation to the enterprise.

client based on widely used event sourcing/event
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streaming patterns and platforms

company to collect data from di

Storage Queue | Azure WebJob | Entity Framework Core Code First |
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VSTS | Docker
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brochures. This data is very sensitive as it contains
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private financial information that s why we paid
additional attention to the security of a solution

Scope of work

per year


The solution had to use a list of internal services of the

.NET Core | WEB.API | SQL | Microsoft Azure | Azure Blob Storage | Azure

Fluid.Core | WeasyPrint | Dapper | Sentry | RabbitMq | Kafka | Hangfire |

generation and cloud storage
solution that saves £400 000

The client needed to develop a back-end of an automated document

Tools and Technologies

Automated document
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Euristiq engineers integrated into the client s team in ust
1. Architecture engineering; 2. Front-end/back-end development; 

two weeks.
3. Requirements elaboration; 4. Cloud adoption; 5. Legacy modernization
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ur engineers delivered e cellent results and
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were simultaneously engaged in two other pro ects for
this client

.


